
 

 

 

 

Loreto Schools in Australia 

Captains’ Prayers 

2009-2020 

 

Every year Loreto Schools Australia Committee (LSAC) 

convenes a leadership conference for the incoming Captains 

of School from the 7 Loreto secondary schools across 

Australia. 

 

One of the tasks during this conference is for the new School 

Captains to reflect upon the Loreto value for the following 

year and through a process of reflection, discernment and 

collaboration,  write a common prayer to be shared by all 

schools, centred on the value. 

 

This is a compilation of these prayers since 2009- the 400th 

year of Loreto education when all five values of felicity, 

freedom, justice, sincerity and verity were celebrated. 

 

  



 

 

2009 - A COMMON PRAYER 

 

This year we as Loreto schools around Australia celebrate 400 years of 

the vision of Mary Ward; together we are inspired by the past and 

united for the future. 

 

We join with one voice and one heart to give thanks for the great gift 

of our Loreto education and to pray……. 

 

Reader: For verity; In order to be truthful each of us must discover and 

accept the women (people) that we are.  We must discover what is 

important to us and what gives meaning to our lives. Mary Ward 

challenges us to do what we have to do well. 

All: may we be women (people) of Mary Ward who speak, hear, 

receive, act and search for truth. 

 

Reader: For felicity; In this year of celebration, may we aim to resist 

undue anxiety and self-centredness and strive to promote a joyous, 

light-hearted and courageously hopeful attitude to life. 

All: may we be women (people) of Mary Ward with open minds and 

generous hearts. 

 

Reader: For freedom; We ask for strength and courage so that we may 

fight the battle of freedom on behalf of those who are oppressed and 

as we strive for a society based on freedoms in our immediate 

communities, nationally and internationally. As we love to live and live 

to be free, we are inspired to continue the work of Mary Ward and our 

Loreto sisters. 

All: May we be women (people) of Mary Ward who give thanks for the 

freedom and the opportunities we have been presented with. 



 

 

 

Reader: For justice; Let us be just people who speak out for those that 

do not have a voice, so that we may achieve harmonious relationships 

with God, other people and all of creation. 

All: May we be women (people) of Mary Ward who know that justice 

involves being people of integrity, who focus on equality rather than 

superiority. 

 

Reader: For sincerity; Let us build and strengthen relationships that 

enable us to be true to ourselves and to those around us. Through our 

love and trust in God, let us celebrate without envy the achievements 

of others and enable us to listen and communicate in a sincere and 

truthful manner. 

All: May we be women (people) of Mary Ward who can be such as we 

appear and appear such as we are. 

 

All: With the help of our God may we continue to be Mary Ward women 

(people), inspired by the faith and commitment of Gonzaga Barry and 

by the gifts and guidance of the Loreto sisters of Australia, to learn, 

live and love with the Holy Spirit, in order to come to be and to do 

much, together. 

  



 

 

2010 VERITY Prayer 

 

This is Verity 

 

To hear truth with a mind that accepts; 

To receive truth and respond; 

To search for truth with eyes wide open; 

To speak truth with courage and hope. 

 

With passion, may we be advocates for verity. 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2011 FELICITY Prayer 

 

Lord, in the spirit of FELICITY 

 

May we embrace each day with an open mind, 

to value ourselves so we can accept others. 

 

May we inspire hearts with a humble tongue, 

to build a community of cheerful givers. 

 

May we strive to be women of optimism, peace and joy. 

Women of generous hearts. 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2012 FREEDOM Prayer 

 

Trusting God 

 

You give us freedom within our hearts so that we may grow in self-

acceptance to serve others. Through this liberty You allow us to 

embrace the gift of life and see the good in all your creation, and so 

we give thanks. 

 

Grant us the strength to act out of love and not fear. Instil in us the 

inner freedom to surpass our own limitations, to see beyond the 

narrowness of self-doubt and personal interest. 

 

In times of hardship, guide us in our quest for inner freedom and allow 

us to be who we truly are. Give us the courage to admit our faults, to 

learn from our mistakes and grow in Your unwavering love. 

 

Through this freedom, grant us the power to stand up and speak out 

for the betterment of ourselves, our school and the wider community. 

Enable us to develop a sense of identity that is inwardly free that 

fosters the values of Mary Ward in the true Loreto Spirit. 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2013 JUSTICE Prayer 

 

Loving God 

 

In this year of justice, may the strength of your love become alive 

within us. 

As we grow in harmony with You and Your creation, may we love 

ourselves as you love us. 

Give us the courage to open our eyes and respond with compassion to 

the injustices that surround us. 

Grant us the wisdom to discern right from wrong and enable us to 

make a difference. 

Guide us to use our blessed gifts to empower the powerless and give a 

voice to the voiceless. 

Lord, let justice help us see the world without assumptions and 

expectations. 

Allow us to love the world we see. 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2014 SINCERITY Prayer 

 

Loving God 

 

Sincerity is to speak with true feelings, act with true kindness and 

think with true understanding. We praise you for our individual gifts 

that allow us to live in the service of Sincerity. 

We ask you Lord for the support, guidance and courage to be sincere 

women of Mary Ward. 

Give us the resilience to overcome challenges by having faith in our 

instincts. 

Let us embrace our imperfections, to let our light shine in the sight of 

all to see. 

May we live by a deep truth that leads us to forgive absolutely, love 

unconditionally and express ourselves sincerely. 

May we open ourselves to enrich our spirit and let all that we do be a 

reflection of our heart’s true values. 

We give thanks to you God for sending us your son Jesus to model true 

Sincerity through the unity of his words and actions. We are grateful 

for your invitation to belong and the opportunity to walk humbly 

alongside our Loreto Sisters in this year of Sincerity. 

In one spirit we pray 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2015 VERITY Prayer 

 

Loving God 

 

In this Loreto year of Verity, we are called to explore the profound 

truth of who we are and what gives meaning to our lives. 

May we be guided to seek your truth, have the integrity to speak it and 

the love to share it. 

Encourage us to draw strength from one another and act as a united 

voice of truth in the pursuit of a loving and just world. 

Open our hearts and minds to develop a sense of authenticity in our 

actions, so that we may whole heartedly commit to all that we do. 

Help us to recognise your divine presence within ourselves and those 

around us, as we do the ordinary things well, in the footsteps of Mary 

Ward. 

With one heart we pray 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2016 FELICITY Prayer 

 

Loving God 

 

In this year of felicity may we act from love not fear, serving one 

another with humility, humanity, and humour. 

 

With cheerful minds and grateful hearts, may our inner joy flourish as 

we grow in loving acceptance of ourselves and others. 

 

As we move through the journey of life, may we give thanks for the 

blessings on our Loreto community, recognising your loving presence in 

all our relationships. 

 

And where love is hidden, may we find the courage to bring love, for 

felicity belongs to the open minded and generous hearted. 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2017 FREEDOM Prayer 

 

Loving God, creator of us all 

We give thanks for the many opportunities we have to develop the gifts 

we have been given. 

In this year of Freedom, may we grow in acceptance of ourselves and 

others. Help us to serve one another humbly and to work to secure an 

equal opportunity for all. 

May we work sincerely, harmoniously and collectively in the pursuit of 

happiness and freedom; for we know being free is a continual journey 

fuelled by love, felicity and acceptance. 

In challenging all that restricts our God–given freedom, may we let go 

of fear and open our hearts to love, so that we may truly find the 

courage to be free. May we find resilience in the face of challenge. 

Let it go. Let it be. Only then shall we be truly free. 

 

Amen 

  



 

 

2018 JUSTICE Prayer 

 

Creator God, source of all life 

We marvel at the beauty and excellence within everything you have 

created. 

In our difference, you made us and love us. 

Through our search to seek and understand the message of your son 

Jesus, we open ourselves to belong to the Kingdom of God. 

 

Free our minds to recognise the needs of the world, locally and 

globally. 

Give us the wisdom and the conviction to realise that through right 

relationships with you and each other, we have the power to bring 

about a more just world. 

May we give generously and willingly, without expecting anything in 

return, as we challenge all that leads to injustice. 

 

We pray that our God who liberates, empowers and motivates, will be 

with us as we work for justice with the gifts of humility and 

compassion. 

Enable us to be disciples of your love and peace. 

Following the example of Mary Ward, assist us in being ‘seekers of 

truth and doers of justice’. 

Hear our prayer which we ask in Jesus name. 

Amen  



 

 

2019 SINCERITY Prayer 

 

All loving God, giver of life, 

you create us in your own image and likeness, 

you accept our strengths and struggles, 

you delight in our diversity and uniqueness. 

We give thanks for the ability to discern your presence 

in all aspects of our lives: 

celebrating our authenticity, 

displaying curiosity about our personalities and place in our world, 

striving to be truer versions of ourselves each day. 

Free us from fear of judgement 

and empower us to live as our most sincere selves. 

Instil in us the courage to align our actions with our thoughts, words 

and values, individually and as a school community. 

Guide us to form relationships that are marked by trust, honesty and 

openness, 

and encourage us to respect the integrity of all creation. 

Called by Mary Ward, 

we aim to be such as we appear and appear such as we are, 

accepting her challenge to act with sincere hearts in the face of 

hardship, 

acting out of love, not fear. 

In Jesus’ name and with the help of the Holy Spirit. 

Amen  



 

 

2020 VERITY Prayer 

 

God of light 

who guides us in ways of truth 

 

Ignite within us the courage to uncover our authentic selves and in 

doing so discover our greatest gifts. 

Illuminate the path of integrity, so our lives are defined by love and 

honesty. 

Inspire us to look beyond our own horizons to face the truth bigger 

than ourselves. 

 

Called by Mary Ward, we seek and speak the truth: 

a truth that invites us to do ordinary things well, 

a truth that leads to justice for all. 

 

This is our Verity. 

In Jesus’ name and with the help of the Holy Spirit, 

we say 

 

Amen 


